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Status of highland and 
highland2!

�  Over the past week or two development on highland has 
mostly stopped

�  All analyzers are encouraged to move to new highland2/
psyche framework

�  Overall concept is similar, but code has been given a bit more 
structure and flexibility
�  Highland2+psyche ~ highland1
�  Jeremy talked about some main differences last week

�  Also see Anselmo’s talk
�  http://www.t2k.org/nd280/datacomp/meetings/2014/dec01/

highland_to_highland2
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Status Cont.!
�  To checkout the most recent freeze of highland2 and psyche: cmt co 

-R nd280Highland2 -r v0r11
�  nd280Highland2 is the master package which contains the 

requirements file for all dependencies etc.

�  I have migrated the P0DNumuCC and P0DNumuCCQE analyses to 
highland2
�  To checkout the head version: cmt co highland2/

p0dNumuCC[QE]Analysis

�  Martin also has updated xsTool to support highland2 output files 
(they have similar tree structure as highland)
�  Not yet frozen.  Checkout the HEAD version
�  I have tested with P0DNumuCC outputs and generated t2kreweight 

weights and xsecs
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Validation!
�  Comparing p0dnumuccqe highland2 output to highland 

output.  “Nominal” is highland version, “Test” is highland2

�  Process identical set of oaAnal files
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Validation (cont.)!
�  Selections agree almost exactly

�  Total number of selected entries
�  Highland: 109
�  Highland2: 108

�  Weights, topology and target material all agree well, slight differences 
in reaction code distribution (this shows up in other analyses)
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xsTool Interface!
�  The way xsTool is reading in the highland (and highland2) outputs is 

by using classes in highlandTools
�  In highland there was the “MultiAnalysisTools” which takes a highland 

output file and provides an API for easy access to good PoTs, 
purities, drawing stacked histos in different categories etc

�  This has been replace by “DataSamples” class which is pretty much 
the same idea

�  xsTool is now capable of processing either highland or highland2 
files, but because the packages provide libraries with the same 
names it’s impossible to have it work for both at the same time
�  Must specify which version to use in the cmt/requirements file and 

must recompile
�  Behind the scenes it’s using some preprocessor directives to catch 

the highland version and compile accordingly
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Highland2 Unfolding Result!
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Additional Comments!
�  Zoya has recently given a presentation on her plans to 

add P0D to psyche
�  http://www.t2k.org/nd280/physics/pi0/meetings/

pi02104/0211214/adding-p0d-to-psyche/
�  P0D standalone analyzers should try to get in touch

�  Also there’s been correspondence between Jon Perkin 
and Sasha on the nd280-software mailing list
�  Jon is interested in extending the oaAnalysisTreeConverter 

to collect data from outside GlobalRecon
�  It wouldn’t be a bad idea to suggest to Jon that P0D 

analyzers are very interested in this
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Summary!
�  Finally, for all P0D people interested in using the highland 

framework, please try to switch to highland2

�  Highland2 tries to provide a cleaner and more structured 
interface for analyses than highland

�  Others have shown interest in integrating additional 
variables into highland2, including P0D

�  All the support is shifting there and future requests for 
modifications and cries for help will probably go 
unheeded if it’s regarding highland.
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